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Abstract
Computer programs on the Univac 1108 have been developed at the Jet Pro.
pulsion laboratory to give the energy levels and transition probabilities for ruby,
emerald, iron-doped rutile, iron-doped zinc tung_ state, and chromium-doped rutile.
These programs also generate SC-4020 plots of energy levels vs an external do
magnetic field which is at any orientation with respect to the crystal magnetic axes,
Energy Levels and Transition Matrix Elements of
Paramagnetic Crystals for Maser Applications
I. Introduction
Investigation of maser performance of r.,ta•amagnetic
crystals is a continuing program in the Microwave E ec
tronics Grotip at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). As
the need arises for higher signal frequencies; it is neces-
sary to evaluate the maser qualities of many crystals,
Efficient study of maser crystal performance can be
achieved by the use of a set of fine structure energy levels
and transition probabilities. Such information allows the
investigator to determine the optimum orientation of the
crystal magnetic axes with respect to the external do mag-
netic field and the polarization t,` the signal and pump
frequencies.
To meet this goal, Fortran V language programs for the
U`nivac 1108 computer at JPL have been implemented to
diagonalize the spin Hamiltonians of ruby, emerald,'ron
doped rutile, iron-doped zinc tungstate, and chromium-
doped rutile. For each of these crystals, eigenvalues in
GHz, normalized eigenvectors, and transition probabili
JPL TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 33-446
ties are computed, and a plot by the Stromberg-Carlson




The spin Hamiltonian for the case of ruby was derived
in detail in Ref, 1, If H, is the spin Hamiltonian which,
Because of the physical nature of the problem, is
Hermitian , then the equation to be solved is
Ha I ^t) = Et I ¢t)
	
i	 1, , - . , n = 2S + 1	 (1)
where eigenvalues E i are real, and S is the effective total
spin of the ion in the crystal, H, can be diagonalized by
a unitary matrix with the result that the eigenvalues occur
along the diagonal of the transformed matrix.) is an
Wit-fold vector representing a linear combination of the
it-pure spin states:
j^0 aj1S) + bj l S 	 1) +cjIS-- 2) + . , . $ xj1 —S)
The IS), etc., are the base states corresponding to the
2S + 1 positions of the slain dipole in a magnetic field.
The diagonalization of 11. by computer methods can be
conveniently handled by expanding the n X it Hermitian
matrix into a 2n X 2n real matrix.
q'lius, if H, and I fit) are expressed as 11, =11,tj + Ma
and	 + i	 then E q. (1) takes the form
1,1011, HAT ^ ^ I ^^)^ ^ ^ ^' r 1 01). ^	 (2)
S. Transition Probability Matrix Elements
From first ordtir perturbation, the transition probability
per unit time of a transition from :Mate ^4 to state Y is
Wli ;z 1 72 G Y) 11 I'll 1) I	 (3)
where y = gpit.1h, H' is the applied perturbation, and
G (f) is the density of states as a ;function of energy. When
an BF magnetic ,field H, =11; (0,i +,0j + 0 3k) is ap-
plied to the crystal, the dipole interaction energy is
IF = p • H, --- bp S -111, where o,, 02, and 0, are the
direction cosines of H, with respect to the magnetic axes
x, y, z of the crystal,
Eq, (3), for S = 3/2 becomes
(0r I
 oil -• S
H°
300	 (3)" (01 — f$)	 0	 0	 at
a^b*c*d*
0	 2 (1), + io.,)	 w,	 (3)'/1(0, 
—tog)	 ci
0	 0	 (3)IVI ($j -+• 102)	 —30	 c1,
aij 01 + i9t l''01 + vi 0.3
where
all 
_ (3)", (aj*b t + b',al + c{dj + dice) + 2 (b{cj + cjbj)
Rij = (3)''^ ( —a*bj + b{aj — cidj + ducj) `1- 2 (-- b cj + cj*bt).
yr j = 3 (a*,as — d*jd f) + b*b j -- c*,cy	 t




(1) Calculate the eigenvalues of the spin Hamiltonian
of chromium (+3) in AIA, (ruby).
(2) Calculate the transition probability matrix ele-
ments.
2
(3) Plot eigenvalues vs external do magnetic field, Hd,,
b. Input data
THETA (0 deg -:55 B -c 90 deg) is the angle between c
axis and external do magnetic field (see Fig. 1).
HMIN, HMAX, DH defines respectively minimum,
maximum, and incremental external do magnetic
field for calculations and plots.





Fig. 1, Orientation of Kj, and c axis
d. Shin Hamiltonian matrix
c. Slri►► Ilnmiltor►►t(Raf.2)
Hx gP H* • S + DS ° ^ S (S + 1)
g = 1.99
D = — 5,73 GHz
1U. = Ho (sin Oi + cos 01)
S,_ 2
4
gpH,, cos 0+ D
a
g/3H" siu 0 0 0
2 g#11j, An 0 VOIL cos u— D gpHa> sin 0 0
0 g/ltl,) sin 0
1 gp/4, cos 0 — D ''s gflH0 sin 0
0 0 3 g`aH,, sin 0 --- 2 gRHb cos 0+ D
2. T1O2FE
a, Purpose
(1) Calculate the eigenvalues of the spin Hamiltonian
of Fe(+3) in rutile (VO:)=
(2) Calculate the transition probability matrix ele-
ments.
(3) Plot eigenvalues vs external do magnetic field, Hda-
b. Input data
THETA, PHI [(+ deg, ( B, 0 ) z!g 90 deg] are the spheri-
cal coordinates of external do magnetic field wi th
respect to crystal magnetic axes x, y, x (see Fig. 2).
4
c. Spin . Hamiltonian (Ref. 3)
H. gpfld - S+D`S-.:-- Ss(s-+-1) ^-E(S-" Si)L	 J
+ 6 S4+S4+S — 76 l
3 F S"-14S"-i-16/
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I
D = 20.35 CHz	 a = 1.1 GHz
E = 2.21 CHz.	 g 2.0






90. 30'	 _v e = Cool]
x=1t)l]
Fig. 2. Orientation of-.Hi1a and crystal magnetic axes x,
y, z; crystalline axes a, 6, c shown with c aids along y
direction; a and b axes in x-z plane
-_3_
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y = b - [0101
3. EME RGR
a. Purpaye
(1) Calculate the eigenvalues of the spin Hamiltonian
of chromium (+3) in beryl (emerald:
(24) Calculate the transition probability matrix ele-
ments,
(3) Plot eigenvalues vs external de magnetic: field, Hd,
b. Input data
THETA (0 deg t—'-0z--'=90clog) is the angle between c
axis and external 
do 
magnetic field (see Fig, 1).
HMIN, 11MAX, DH defines respectively minimum,
maximum, and incremental external do magnetic
field for calculations and plots,
c. Spin Hamiltonian (Ref. 4)




D = — 26 G1-Iz
g = 1.97
S = 3/2
The Hamiltonian matrix is the same as that for ruby
(see Case I in Section Cld).
An example of the computer printout and plot for
0 = 90 deg is given in the appendix.
4. ZNWOFE
a, Purpose
(1) Calculate the eigenvalues of the spin Hamiltonian
of Fe(+3) in ZnWO, (zinc tungstate).
Fig. 3. Orientation of Hj, and crystal magnetic axes x,
Y, z; a, b, c crystalline axes with a and c axes in x-z plane
JPL TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 33-446
(2)Calculate the transition probability matrix, ele-
ments,
(3) Plot eigenvaluci vs external do magnetic field, 11d,
Vii, [nut data
THETA, PHI [0 deg :!:—f (0, 0) ^ 90 deg] are the spheri-
cal coordinates of external do magnetic field with
respect to crystal magnetic axes x, y, z (see Fig. 3).
HMINT, HMAX, DH defines respectively minimum,
maximum, and incremental do external magnetic
A-ld for calculations and plots.
c, Spin 11amiltoidan (Ref. 5)




(2S.- cos 0 + S. e ` 0 sin 0 + S_ e 1 0 sin 0)
I	 S.^)2 — S (	 )
	
S + 11	
-^- B,, (S^` +* Bo-, [3S.	 1" +	 +
* Bo, [35S ,! — 30S (S + 1) S 2 + 25S'-' — 6S (S + 1)
+ 3S (S + 1)`
I
* -^ B., j (S^ [7S'-.' + AS;r — S (S + 1) + 91
* S ! [7SV'-' — 14S, -- S (S + 1) + 9]
B,j (S" + S4)
B,•., = --6.987 GHz	 S. = S,' :+- isil
B•, ,, = 4,935 GHz.
B,,, = 0.00326 GHz	 g = 2.0019
B 21 = — 0.00178 GHz
B,, = —0,0173 GHz	 S = 5/2
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S. T102CR	 HMIN, HMAX, DH defines minimum, maximum,
a. Purpose	
and incremental de external magnetic field for caf-
culations and plots.
(1)Cale mate the eigenvalues of the spin Hamiltonian
of Cr(+3) in rutile (W.),	 c, Spin Hamiltonian
(2)Calculate the transition probability matrix e)e- 	
Hif = g#Hd, - S + DCS.y --S (S + 1) • 1- E (Si-r^ — SO
ments.
(3)Plot eigenvalues vs external do magnetic field, Hdl-
	
D = -°° 20.4  GHz
b. Input data	 E = —4.2 GHz
THETA, PHI [0 deg ^ ( 0, 0):55 90 deg] are the spberi- 	
= 1.97
cal coo-Ainates of external dc magnetic field with
respect v crystal magnetic axes x,y,z(see Fig. 2). 	 S = 3/2
d. Spin Hamiltonian matrix
3
9PHo cos 0 + D
2	





H,) sin 0 e 1gp
1
1 gpB ', ) cos 0 — D gflHo sin 0 e- 1 0 (3)%, E
(3)1/2 E g#Ho sin 0 e,10
I 
g#H, ) cos 0 — D
2
2%,PH,, sin 0 e-i#
2
0 (3)1/1 E gflHo sin 0 e10
3 
g#110
 cos 0 + D
2
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8Appendix
Energy Levels and Computer Output for the Case of Cr(+3) in
Beryl (Emerald) for 8 90 deg With External do












0	 2 6	 8	 Ic
MAGNETIC FIELD, kG
Fiat. A-1. Plot of energy levels of Cr(+3) in beryl
(emerald) vs external do magnek field for 0 90 deg
1102) 00000 00000 00000
11031 1.4117 1.0036 107321
1104) •0000 00000 •0000
12031 1.3560 w 19 0774 1.7321
1.2041 00000 90000 90000
1304); 90000 1.7321 1.7321
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ENERGY LEVELS AND TRANSITION PR09ABILITY MATRIX ELEMENTS
FOR CR1 + 3) IN SERTLIEMERALD ►
TMETA n •0.000 DEGREES	 H• 90	 GAUSS ,a...-.	 _--_._.-_ —
FIRST
	 ROW OF EI G ENVECTOR	 IS REAL PARTO	 SCC O NO ROW	 IS	 IMAG•	 PART
EIGENYLO OR FOR E14 ) n 	2h 0 00000 GHT
A14) 0041 C141 0141
00000000 90000000 00000000 00000000
00000000 00000000 00000000 01000000+01
EIGENVECTOR FOR E13 ► • 26.00000	 GH2
A431	 6131	 C131
900 0 0000	 00000000	 01000000+01
00000000	 80000000	 00000000










E141 0CI31 E(4)'a[I E141"E111
0 000'0 5200000 5210000
TRANSITION	 `'PROAADILITY MATRIX ELEHENTS
TR1K @ 0 ALPHAIKOL)















10,000 00000' 00000 01433T
	 04 ,41121 3i00p0
1.0 0 3s w 1 i4 11 7 107321 00000	 •0000 .ORpo
• 0 0 0 0	 ` . __w , G a 00...^.._.i.::..,^.y..i.T.3.D.T. `:..^.^	 ^.Z^..,.....^O Q.Q
0 1.0776 0 1 .3560 1.7321 90000	 00000 •00119
00000 IDODD - :» 00°00- -..._ .w1 ^^i6D-	 r7	 ,T 411.6_ __ _3,0.0000









THETA w 90.000 DEGREES	 He 2000.0	 GAUSS
FIRST ROW OF EI GENVECTOR	 1S REAL PARTS
	 SECOND ROW	 IS	 IMAG• PART
EIOENVECTOR FOR [141 • 	31.91075 GHZ
AIN$ 6141 C141 D(4)
92044018005 02499060004 92491061 .04 02064018.05
95620324 0 01 *7047073*00 97047073POU oSI20325401
EIGENVECTOR	 FOR Ef3) n 	 20*94369 GHZ
A(3) 613) C(3) dI"31
060 6 4697 0 07 • S 973410 . 0?+ • "5973689-06 W W64A97•07
0 #716s393.O1 007034661.00 07030669000 7165313
	 01 :._>_	 -,:	 v	 _	 .._
EIGENVECTOR FOR 021m •26.39509 GHZ
A(2) 0(2) C(21 D(2)02662a4t008 09 20 463SO49 0•21t{706 0 09 12462116006
•7046962-00 & *5620232.01 4.5620417.01 97047164000
C I GENVECTOR FOR Ellin  "26.48 1I,ZS	 Gli'.
Aft! a: 1 i Cf11 D(11
6 91789021 0 06 91622262007 0 .1 822224*07 61768975m04
0 07034769-00 07165467001 99716631t • 01 •7034179800
Ef 4 ► 0E1 3 ) EfA1•E(21 E14l6Ef l) t( 3 vii E-12)— Et3' 1*^,E( 1>a	 ,_.	 f'	 1	 t I l ,..	 _.. -	 ,
10.9552 66.3136 66.4060 47.3587 37.41106	 •092,1








REAL ABS	 REAL REAL	 MAG	 ASS
r
I-` 1 	 0
•00000 +90000 00000 40000 • 9049e 00418 !2.9828 0 00000 2.98,6
1•atal 90000 1.6981 910000 0000” 90000 •Oppu 90000 00000
0 40000 90000 00000 090001 • 1 4 s2te I.s218 ^	 ^^+ •1^iRT
..O
""
00000 00000 00000 00000 +1 . 8955 1.6966
w 
02111 +p OGO 022 11
1.5445 •00001 1#544s *•0000 0 f0000 10000 090000 'O11OOD •0600
090000 00000 00000 *•0001 #-200160 210160 016016b *0000 1 40166	 _	 4














ENERGY LEVELI AND TRANSITION PROBABILITY MATRIX ELEMENTS
FOR	 CRI+31	 IN	 IIERYLIEMERALD)
THETA • 90400	 DEGREES	 H•	 400000	 GAUSS
FIRST	 ROW OF EIGENVEC T OR	 IS REAL PARTO	 3CCONO, NOW	 IS	 IMAG , 	 MART
EIGENVECTOR FnR	 X14) 9 	 3 894671S	 GMZ
A141 014)	 C141 D441
96479976.06 94366408005	 •4366401.05 06479977.06
91030015+oo 96994064.00	 06994464.00 •10311015.00
EIGCNVECIOR	 FOR	 E131 0 	179 0 77 5 1 	 GMZ
A131 013)	 0431 0131
#3713482P07 01703549006	 ► 91703$49006 90713412PO7
x•1533017000 •16902177.00	 44902172.00 IIS33067600
EIGENVECTOR FOR




470 7 0643 w as 091049304 *01	 0 01041314901 07070590006
9699444100D 9 1 1038010400	 P91036020 # 00 66994417000
EIGENVECTOR	 FOR	 E(1) w	 • 21#12483	 GMZ
Alt ► 511)	 C11) 011)
017 5 1704 *07 *03190421 0 p1 	 93190411.01 9$01751693007
W 06902815000 91533091000	 W#IS33014000 #6902149000
E(4)-E(3) E1410E121	 E(4)PE111 E13)0E121 E13)•E(11	 E1219E(1)
21.3196 65•8870	 665920 44#4973 4512093	 #7060
TRANSITION PROOANILITY	 MATRIX ELEMENTS
T)rIK#L1
1OQ IMAG K#L) GA IMAG R #L)REAL ALPIMAGoLI Ass	 REAL Ass REAL	 ABS
1102)	 •#DODO 000.00	 0.0000	 090000 091169	 01169 0209287	 00000	 2#92117(193)	 1.99.25 00000	 109925	 •9()000 90000	 00000 90000	 #0009	 90001)
11#41	 000000 90000	 00000	 •90000 9 1 0 = 11 7 	 162917 * x4ss	 i00U0	 97155
1201	 00000 00000	 90000	 #0000 • 2 . 0143	 290143 •96001	 990000	 *boot
(2#4)	 1.3670 .90000	 193610	 090000 0 90000	 90000 090000	 louu 0	 10000
1394_)	 090000 .0000	 90000	 990000 9200646	 2. 90645 6190611	 900ou	 199641




1293) 90625	 ISO I4
1204) 94672	 90000
13#4) 92115	 19003
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ENERGY LEVELS AND TRANSITION PROPADILITY 	 MAT R IX ELEMENTS'
FOR
	 CR1 0 3)	 IN	 SERYL(EMERALD)
THETA • 900000	 DE GREES	 N.	 6000.0	 GAUSS
FIRST	 ROW O ft





A141 1141	 G14) D14)
#S418089vo? .2697A73woA	 02697b74po6 •541809p.07
•,392370.00 #693Z626wOO
	 96132627"00 413112370000 i
EIGENVECTOR	 FOR	 E431 0	 14#51258	 GHI
A13) 013)	 C(3) D431
#7813764.08 #2206126"07	 "922011826 RO7 !#7813765.06
042361041 oo +06665242 . 00	 #666S242000 s1361049:00 i
EIGENVECTOR	 FOR	 E12)0	 6 28# 8 8220	 GrHA
Al21 1121	 C121 01x)
11 8 5148 006 0 r 3987028"07	 * , 3987049x07 i 1918'1 54006
•6932616moo • •1392366"00	 01392374*00 069316340op
EIGENVEC'(0R	 FOR	 Ell) • 	 03 1.08356	 GHI
All) 5111	 C111 011)
#3057664.07 0 9 1013192.07	 91083190.07 •430S7044v07
t.
6 06668252"00 •236105Iw00	 • •2361047.00 46665232*00
1141"E131 E14).E(2)
	 E141WE(I) E131wEtE) 113)•911)	 E121wE1I!




TR1K#L1 ALPHAIK#L) ISBETA(K•L) 6AMMAIK L)
REAL IMAG	 ASS	 -REAL IMAG	 ADS REAL	 IMA1	 AN$
(I#2)	 *00000 00000





1,10,11	 1•+1753 9.0000	 194753	 90000 00000	 00000 #0000	 0,000.0	 900014
(110	 "00000 00000	 •0000	 "#GOOD 6 1 . 0691	 1.0698 0022Y6	 •Gt1U0	 91syb
120)
	
00000 90000	 00000	 •0000 • 2.0858	 2.0858 047965	 +, #11000	 01Ypb
12141	 1.2116 090000	 102116	 "•0000 "00000	 00000 *•11000	 00000
	 #0010
1394)	 060000 80000	 90000	 *60000 •290931	 290936 r101214
	
+400.00	 1#1714
TR1K # L) 	#25•(ALPHA$v2#GAMMA*$2)
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